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Overview:	
•  Global warming – Observations and historical 

background 
•  The Greenhouse Effect – how such a tiny 

amount of gas can keep the planet warm 
•  Other climate forcings and feedbacks 
•  Comparison with earlier climates and other 

planets 
•  Computer climate modeling – what it tells us 
•  Where is that atmospheric carbon coming 

from? 
•  The difference we could make by achieving a 

lower emissions scenario in the future 

 



Temperature  rising  with  
atmospheric  CO2  concentration	
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Since 1800, earth’s temperature has risen 1°C, while CO2 in 
atmosphere increased from 285 to > 400ppm (0.04%) 

•  Is this significant, or 
just a coincidence? 

•  Human caused? 
•  Can it be stopped? 
•  Isn’t the climate 

always changing? 
•  Is a 1°C  rise  that  bad? 



1°C  Average  Rise  –  but  not  uniform	

El  Niño	

•  Only one month data (so weather anomalies visible)  
•  Characteristic of non-uniform warming in recent decades 

(warmer over land, and over northern latitudes) 



Same  data,  shown  as  “zonal  average”	
•  Extremely hot in the arctic  
•  El Niño visible at equator (responsible for this extreme?) 



Climate  has  a  lot  of  natural  variability	
•  “El Niño/La Niña” – few year cycles of warming/cooling 

o  Caused by ocean current patterns, hard to predict 
•  “Little Ice Age” (AD 1350-1850) 

o  Caused by period of solar variations (few sun spots observed) 
•  “Medieval warm period”  
     (AD950-1200) 

 
 

•  Glacial Cycles (20,000 – 100,000 year period)  
[5 deg C cooling caused major ice sheets] 
o  Caused by small changes in Earth’s orbit parameters 

•  Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum  
      [20K year onset, 100K year duration, 55.8M years ago] 

o  uncertain cause, but greenhouse gas driven 
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So  if  it  always  changes,  why  be  
concerned  now?	

•  Rate of warming much faster than any natural cause of 
extended warming, already exceeds any historic period 

•  The consequences of this trend are almost all bad, and 
observable now or within the lifetimes of our children: 
-  Ice caps and glaciers melting 
-  Sea levels rising (thermal expansion and ice)  
-  Extreme weather (hurricanes) 
-  Floods, droughts (caused or amplified at least) 
-  Extinctions, forced migrations 
-  Ocean acidification (side effect) 

2/23/16 Brad Hubbard-Nelson (bradhn@mindspring.com) 



Climate  Science	
•  Described by some as most difficult scientific challenge 

ever faced (especially including political dimensions) 
•  Draws on numerous disciplines : Chemistry, Physics, 

Geology, Biology, Oceanography, Atmospheric science 
•  We will focus on the basic science concepts which are 

less subject to debate and (hopefully) accessible to 
everyone in this room 

•  The basic theory isn’t so complicated, and isn’t so new 
either… 
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We  understand  what  causes  this	
•  The “Greenhouse effect” hypothesized by Jean 

Baptist Joseph Fourier (1820s), that atmospheric 
gasses keep us warm 

•  John Tyndall, inspired by glaciers and climate, 
measured properties of atmospheric gasses and 
their absorption of infrared radiation (late 1800s) 

•  Calculation by Svante Arrhenius (1896): 
 Result: 
 Estimated: α = 2 to 4°C per doubling of CO2 

 
Arrhenius realized CO2 from fossil fuel would warm 
the Earth, improving the climate (being a Swede)  

ΔT =α * log(C /C0 )
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Temperature  rise  from  CO2:	

•  Fortunately it is logarithmic (slower than It could be) 
•  Modern climate science calculation using 

computer models(IPCC 2014)   α = 3±1.5°C

ΔT =α * logC



What’s  going  on?	

Global  annual  mean  Earth'ʹs  energy  budget  during  March  2000  -‐‑  May  2004  (W/m2).  
Broad  arrows  indicate  the  flow  of  energy  in  proportion  to  their  importance.  	
Trenberth  et  al.,  2009,  NCAR  (National  Center  for  Atmospheric  Research)	

Energy flows in and out from Earth are slightly out of 
balance and getting a little more so each year 



Earth’s  energy  flow  mechanisms	
•  Energy flow to Earth all comes from the sun (ignoring a 

tiny amount from radioactivity in the core) 
 

•  About 30% reflects, the rest heats the surface 
•  The Earth’s surface can cool down three ways: 

o  Evaporation of water 
o  Convection (air cooling and rising) 
o  Infrared radiation (“black body radiation“) 

•  Only the radiation works to emit energy back to space 
•  The planet reaches constant temperature when the 

solar energy absorbed = the energy radiated away 
from the top of the atmosphere 

Re	Energy  flux:  
1370  W/m2	



Sun  and  Earth  radiation  wavelengths	
•  Radiative cooling of warm body transfers heat through 

electromagnetic waves through the vacuum of space 
•  The intensity and wavelength spectrum depend on the 

temperature of the body 
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Atmosphere  –  a  thin  gaseous  skin	

Atmosphere  at  moon-‐‑rise  from  the  	
International  Space  Station	

•  Pressure, density fall exponentially with height 
•  80% within 10 km thick layer on the 6000 km radius earth 
•  99.5% of the gas (N2,O2,Ar) doesn’t trap heat - need 3 or 

more atoms in a molecule to block IR rays via vibrational 
mode excitation 

 
 

Volume  fraction	
Nitrogen  (N2)	

Oxygen  (O2)	

Argon  (Ar)	

Water  (H2O)	

CO2	

other	



Carbon  dioxide  (CO2)	
•  A trace gas (0.04% by volume), oversized climate effect 
•  The “Keeling curve” measured since 1958 started by 

Charles Keeling (Scripps institute of Oceanography) 
•  Seasonal variation with Northern hemisphere respiration  
 

Currently,  more  
than  ¼  of  CO2  
molecules  in  the  
atmosphere  was  
put  up  there  by  
humans  (and  
will  stay  for  
centuries)	



Water  vapor	
•  The most plentiful greenhouse gas (~0.25% typical) 
•  Continuously changing  with time scale in days  
•  Concentration a strong function of temperature, 

latitude and altitude 

Equator	
Concord	
Arctic	

The amount of water vapor 
that can exist in air 
depends strongly on 
temperature. because H2O 
molecules need some 
kinetic energy to 
overcome attraction to 
each other and keep from 
coalescing into drops 



Atmospheric  absorption  of  radiation	

(Figure  from  Wikipedia)	

While most of suns radiation reaches the surface, gasses in 
the atmosphere trap 70-85% of the outgoing radiation 

Shapes  of  the  emided  
spectrum  from  cold,  
medium  and  hot  places,  
neglecting  absorption	

Each  of  these  gasses  
absorbs  proportional  to  its  
concentration  and  
absorption  cross  section	

Total  blocking  effect  from  
all  the  gasses,  takes  away  
all  but  the  blue  chunk  of  
radiation	

Scadering  –  part  of  albedo	



The  Greenhouse  Effect	
•  Since the Earth was formed, such “greenhouse gases” 

have kept the surface warmer than it would have been 
•  If not for CO2 and H2O, the surface would average -5°C 

instead of 16°C (all water would be ice) 

hdp://eesc.columbia.edu/courses/ees/climate/lectures/gh_kushnir.html	

S = input solar radiation 
A = fraction reflected 
G = Earth emitted radiation 
H = GHG absorbed & reradiated 

 up and down 
 
Simple one layer simple captures 
basic greenhouse effect; 
Earth temp 288°K,  not  255°K	
 
Divide atmosphere into multiple 
layers, and include convection 
for realistic calculation 
 
 



Comparison  with  other  planets	
•  Thankfully, the earth is in what is called the Circumstellar 

Habitable Zone (“the Goldilocks zone”) 
•  Its atmosphere is ideal for sustaining life and maintaining 

nearly constant, comfortable temperature 

Venus  –  too  hot!    462°C  due  
to  dense  CO2  atmosphere  	

Mars  –  too  cold!    -‐‑50°C  average  
due  to  very  thin  atmosphere  	



Climate  Forcings  and  Feedbacks	
•  Forcings: external inputs on the climate, causing an 

excess of energy absorbed with time (in W/m2) 
1.  Excess CO2 absorbs more outgoing IR radiation 
2.  Changes in solar radiation (as caused ice ages) 
3.  Human emitted pollution (“aerosol particles”) 
4.  Volcanic eruptions emitting aerosols into the stratosphere 

•  Can be positive (warming) or negative (cooling), 
and anthropogenic or natural, in comparison to a 
‘normal’ balance in preindustrial times 

•  Feedbacks: Other changes, caused by temperature 
changes, that amplify or slow down the change 
1.  Water vapor, amount of which changes with temperature 
2.  Ice in arctic and glaciers which reflects sunlight 
3.  Clouds, amount and distribution affected by aerosols and 

temperature 
 



Aerosols:  example  of  negative  forcing	
•  Aerosol: a suspension of solid particles or liquid droplets in air, 

ranging from large molecules to 0.1μm 
o  Direct: Scatter and absorb light (can reflect directly back to 

space, increasing the planetary albedo) 
o  Indirect: Interact with water vapor in cloud formation 

•  Lifetimes of aerosols 
o  Troposphere – days or weeks,  

through precipitation 
o  Stratosphere – few years 

•  Sources 
o  Pollution (coal, petroleum, ag) 

•  NOx, SOx,, particulates 
o  Large volcanic eruptions 

•  Inject into stratosphere 
o  Sea salt, dust 
o  Vegetation (VOC’s) 



IPCC  Forcings  Summary	



Summary:  Earth  Energy  Balance	

The  global  annual  mean  Earth'ʹs  energy  budget  for  the  March  2000  -‐‑  May  2004  period  (W  m-‐‑2).  The  
broad  arrows  indicate  the  schematic  flow  of  energy  in  proportion  to  their  importance.  -‐‑  From  Trenberth  
et  al.,  2009,  NCAR  (National  Center  for  Atmospheric  Research)	

A combination of model calculations and satellite measurements 



Greenhouse  warming  summary	
•  ~1 watt per meter2 imbalance in 

incoming and outgoing energy due 
to increasing atmospheric GHGs 

•  Slow temperature rise by human (or 
political) timescales, but extremely 
fast on geologic scales 

•  The lifetime of CO2 in atmosphere is 
somewhat complicated, but is more 
than 100 years 
o  Typical time molecules last before 

being taken up by a “sink” 
mechanism: 
•  Photosynthesis, moving carbon into 

soil (years to decades) 
•  Dissolving in oceans, feeding 

plankton, sinking to bottom 
(centuries) 

•  Absorption in rocks by weathering 
(geologic – millions of years)\ 

S.  Soloman  (MIT)  et  al  IPCC  2007  Report	



Normal  CO2  addition  and  removal	
•  Tectonic movement of oceanic crust into subduction 

zones transfers sea floor carbon back to the mantle 
•  Mid-ocean ridge and continental volcanoes release 

CO2, replenishing the atmospheric level (constant rate) 
•  Chemical weathering of rocks consumes CO2 to make 

Calcium Carbonate (rate increases with temperature) 
 



Comparison  with  previous  eras	

"All palaeotemps" by Glen Fergus - Own work. Licensed under Creative 
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 via Wikimedia 

Oscillating  
hot/cold	
(1M  years)	

Stable	
(12K  years)	

•  Evidence suggests CO2 played strong role in most of these 
•  Note very stable conditions last 10K years… 



How  we  know  about  prehistoric  
atmosphere	

•  Jan 1998 collaborative ice-drilling project between 
Russia, the United States, and France at the Russian 
Vostok station in East Antarctica  

•  Deepest ice core ever recovered, down to 3,623m  
•  Record extends through four climate cycles, with 

ice slightly older than 400K yr 

"ʺIcecore  4x"ʺ  by  photo  by  Lonnie  Thompson,  Byrd  
Polar  Research  Center,  Ohio  State  University.  	

NCAR ice 
core archives 



800,000  years  of  recent  data	

from  Hansen,  J.E.  and  Sato,  M.,  
2011.  Paleoclimate  Implications  for  
Human-‐‑Made  Climate  Change	

GHG  forcing  positive  
feedback  comparable  to  
ice-‐‑albedo  feedback	

2008 - EPICA core extended measurements to 800K yr 



Projections:  General  Circulation  Models	
•  Computer models simulate dynamics of the atmosphere, 

oceans, ice, flow of heat, moisture, chemicals, etc. 
•  Models solve heat transfer equations with reasonable 

approximations to speed up the processing 
•  Parameterize stuff like convection and clouds that are too small 

to resolve explicitly – get the average effects as well as known 

•  First GCMs (1960’s) 
developed for weather 
forecasting, have been 
adapted into become 
climate forecasting tools 



Climate  Model  Uncertainties	
•  Parameterization of clouds is a major difference 

between climate models, and probably contributes 
the greatest uncertainty to their predictions 

Comparison of 
cloudiness trends in 
two models, with the 
same emission 
scenarios 
Top says less cloudy, 
bottom more cloudy 



Greenhouse Gas Emissions Scenarios 
Emissions are on track for 3.2–5.4ºC “likely” increase in temperature above pre-industrial 

Large and sustained mitigation is required to keep below 2ºC 

Over 1000 scenarios from the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report are shown 
Source: Fuss et al 2014; CDIAC; Global Carbon Budget 2014 

Data: CDIAC/GCP/IPCC/Fuss et al 2014



Temperature  Rise  in  Climate  Models	
•  Depending on which emissions scenario you assume 

(“Representative Concentration Pathway”) sizable 
difference by century end 

•   Uncertainty due to which RCP taken is larger than the 
spread in results between different models 
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University of Colorado (2014 Release 5)
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Recent  Global  Sea  Level	

from  Church  J.A.  and  White  N.J.  "ʺA  20th  century  acceleration  in  global  sea-‐‑level  
rise"ʺ  Geophys.  Res.  Led.  2006;  33:  L01602	

Spacial  average  of  tide  gauge  and  recent  satellite  measurements	



Sea  level  rise,  no  joke!	
•  20K years ago the ocean was almost 400 feet below 

current sea level. 
•  Age of human civilization (~6K years):  very little change 
•  Projected rise this century of 1-2 meters (as much as 3 

according to recent paper by James Hansen et al) 

-‐‑  2m	

-‐‑  1m	



Consequence  on  Ocean  Acidity	

pH  scale  is  
logarithmic,  so  a  
small  change  
amounts  to  a  
sizable  acidity  
change	

•  Major threat to food supply, coral reefs, the natural order 



Anthropogenic♮  CO2  emissions	
•  Introducing The Global Carbon Project 
•  Non-governmental organization established in 2001 

“in recognition of the large scientific challenges and 
critical nature of the carbon cycle for Earth's 
sustainability.” 

•  Very clear reports and data, available on-line at 
www.globalcarbonproject.org 

•  Lots of good stuff on different countries, projections, 
references, and more 

♮    Originating  in  human  Activity	



Fate of Anthropogenic CO2 Emissions (2004-2013 average) 

Source: CDIAC; NOAA-ESRL; Houghton et al 2012; Giglio et al 2013; Le Quéré et al 2014; Global Carbon Budget 2014 

26% 
9.4±1.8 GtCO2/yr 

32.4±1.6 GtCO2/yr      91% 

+ 3.3±1.8 GtCO2/yr      9% 

10.6±2.9 GtCO2/yr 

29% 
Calculated as the residual 

of all other flux components 

15.8±0.4 GtCO2/yr 

44% 
Directly  
measured	

Estimated  from  data  
and  model  calculations	

Estimated  by  
subtraction	



Total Global Emissions by Source 

Land-use change was the dominant source of annual CO2 emissions until around 1950 
Coal consumption continues to grow strongly  

Others: Emissions from cement production and gas flaring 
Source: CDIAC; Houghton et al 2012; Giglio et al 2013; Le Quéré et al 2014; Global Carbon Budget 2014 

10  Gt  C/yr	



Top Fossil Fuel Emitters (Absolute) 

The top four emitters in 2013 covered 58% of global emissions 
China (28%), United States (14%), EU28 (10%), India (7%) 

Bunkers fuel used for international transport is 3% of global emissions 
Statistical differences between the global estimates and sum of national totals is 3% of global emissions 

Source: CDIAC; Le Quéré et al 2014; Global Carbon Budget 2014 

2025	

?	



Summary	
•  Climate Science: a pretty mature field, with a great 

deal of ongoing research in many areas 
•  Politics has unfortunately obscured the basic facts 

from the public, and vested interests serve to sow 
doubt about whether the science is ‘believable’ 

•  Our work in this energy course is to see whether and 
how we can change to a lower emissions scenario 

•  I hope this lecture has been at the right level to 
spark your interest, and ignite your concern 



Climate  change  and  global  
warming,  source  material	

 What We Know About Climate Change, Kerry 
Emanuel, 2007, 85 pp, MIT Press. (basic concepts) 

 Earth: The Operators Manual, Richard B. Alley, 2011, 
470 pp, W.W.Norton and Co. (Part II on science) 

 Storms of My Grandchildren, James Hanson, 2009, 
Bloomsbury Press (Hanson being an activist as well as a 
pioneer in the field of climate science) 

 The Sixth Extinction, Elizabeth Kolbert 2014, not about 
climate science per se but interesting perspectives on 
the ecological ramifications. 
 
Any others that you could suggest? 
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